All new residential meter pit system

**Cover**
Universally-accepted 12” diameter cover is available in recessed or overlapping designs. The non-ferrous cover has AMR options, accessories, and locking features.

**Ring**
Lightweight and suitable for new or retrofit installations, the ring is completely non-ferrous, eliminating frequency interference and ready for the AMR/AMI solutions of the future.

**Meter Pit**
Our new, high-strength meter pits are engineered to exceed 20,000 lb. vertical load. The fluted-wall design is lightweight, nestable, and easily modifiable.

**WHY CARSON® NexGen?**
We future-proof North America’s infrastructure by protecting the resources and enhancing the systems that strengthen your communities. Our Carson® NexGen residential meter pit system is attractively priced and designed specifically for the larger and more intelligent meters of the future. A line of products prepared for the AMR/AMI advances to come—easy to order, easy to ship, and easy to manage for our distributors, specifiers, and installers.
**PRODUCT BENEFITS**

**Carson® NexGen components are attractively priced as a unit so you can up-size now and be ready for what comes next.**

**Carson® NexGen Cover:**
A lightweight, durable design with undermount or AMR recess options that match leading manufacturer specifications. Universal fit interfaces with current market rings for retrofit installations.

**Carson® NexGen Ring:**
A revolutionary new ring made of high-strength, non-ferrous material for interference-free meter reads. Replace your cast iron rings now and be ready for the next generation of meters.

**Carson® NexGen Meter Pit:**
We’ve maximized available meter space to prepare for the larger, more intelligent meters of the future. Our new, all-white fluted-wall design is easily modified with standard power tools. Meter pits nest to minimize the product footprint for the best value on shipping costs and inventory storage space.

**Options and Accessories:**
- AMR Recess / Undermount
- Locking Options
- Extensions
- Thermo Pack

**Cover:**
12” Diameter

**Ring:**
Fits 18”, 20”, and 21” diameter pits

**Meter Pit:**
- 20” Diameter
  - 24” Depth
  - 30” Depth
  - 36” Depth

**Extensions:**
- 2” Depth
- 3” Depth
- 4” Depth
- 6” Depth
- 12” Depth